
Here is an update of The Loopy Brough Park 10K route for our 100th event celebrations. 
Start off and follow the USUAL 5K; after you negotiate the skate park section and emerge back 
on to Park Road, turn left as usual then: 
Turn sharp RIGHT up the slight slope onto the grass after the tennis court netting and keep 
going forwards between the row of trees on your left and the netting; follow this grassed area 
towards the duck pond for 50m. 
After the last tree on the left, before the pond embankment, turn LEFT and follow the edge of 
the mowed grass and the pond bank; after 100m turn to the RIGHT, still keeping on the edge 
of the mowed grass all the way up for about 200m and go AROUND a tree stump at the top of 
this open, grassed area. 
Then turn LEFT and follow the edge of the grass with the trees on your right, back down on 
the opposite side to the pond; as it opens-out turn RIGHT and drop slightly downwards for 
30m under the trees, turn LEFT for 20m and head straight UPWARDS under the tree canopy 
until you emerge onto the grass of the old 'pitch and put' area.  
Head across the MIDDLE section of the grass, BETWEEN the first set of trees, then keep to the 
LEFT of the next trees, heading UP towards the middle of the tennis court.  
Pass to the left of the last set of trees, before the netting, turn RIGHT and head back to the 
road to emerge at the previous entry point. 
Turn RIGHT at the road and follow the NORMAL route down to the valley. 
Once you reach the grass section in the valley, head straight UP the steep, tarmac path to the 
church; turn sharp LEFT after the last wooden bollard on the left near the top.  
Follow the edge of the mowed grass downward and between the trees and turn RIGHT, 
following the edge of the grass and the trees on the right UPWARDS to a wall and cobblestone 
path. 
Remain on the grass following the edge of the cobblestone path ACROSS towards the bench, 
continue following the edge of the path down until you reach the handrail and lamppost, turn 
sharp LEFT below and around a tree and head straight UP to the previous bench. 
Turn RIGHT at the bench onto the tarmac path, following this path DOWN to the bottom of 
the valley where you started this loop.  
Turn RIGHT and continue on the USUAL route across the grass. 
Once on the path after the trees turn right by the bin as USUAL; Just AFTER the bench turn 
LEFT to head up the steep path underneath the trees to emerge on to the USUAL route and 
turn LEFT towards the band stand; head across the middle, short path to the LEFT before the 
band stand finish straight.  
Emerge onto the grass and head slightly RIGHT, mid-way between the band stand and a tree; 
head to the back of that tree and turn sharp LEFT heading down the slope and go to the 
RIGHT of and behind another tree; turn sharp LEFT and across the bank BELOW another tree 
to join the end of a tarmac path and head towards that previous bench. 
You then continue on the USUAL route up, alongside of the car park, back in to the park area, 
around the flower beds and skate park and back to Park Road. 
That's that! Only two more times. Hopefully? 
 


